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We show that the ground state of а periodic long-range Josephson array frustrated Ьу а 
magnetic field is а glass for sufficiently large Josephson energies despite the absence of qUenched 
disorder. Иkе superconductors, this glass state has non-zero phase stiffness and Meissner response; 
for lower Josephson energies the glass «melts. and the ground state loses its phase stiffness and 
becomes insulating. We fшd the critical scaling behavior near this quantum phase transition: the 
excitation gap vanishes, as (] - J с)2 , and the frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility behaves 
as x(w) ос ~lnw. 

PACS: 74.50.+r, 74.80.Оm, 74.90.+n 

1. INТRODUCI10N 

@1999 

Glass formation in the absence ofintrinsic disorder is а long-standing problem, but recent 
years have witnessed rapid progress [1-7] in the qualitative understanding of this phenomenon. 
Mostly this progress is due to the solution of periodic mode1s that assume а mapping between 
the periodic model and the appropriate random model [1-3]. The validity of this assumption 
is sti1l an open question in the general case, but it was shown that at least one periodic model 
a1lows direct study ofthe рhше transition [5] and non-ergodic behavior below the transition [7] 
without any reference to а disordered model. This model describes а long-range Josephson array 
in а magnetic field, and another reason Cor the interest in this model is that it can ье realized 
experimentally (cf. Refs. [6] and [8] for а discussion of experimental conditions). 

All these results were obtained in the framework of classical statistical mechanics; the 
glass formation in regular quantum systems has not Ьееп addressed. The goal of this paper 
is to f111 this gap. The problem of glass forrnation in disordered quantum systems is discussed 
in а number of papers [9-12], which studied critical behavior near the quantum vitrification 
transition [9,10] and the properties of the glassy phase itself [11] using the replica approach. 
They found that the glass phase transition at Т = О indeed exists; further, it strongly resembles 
the classical (high-Т) phase transition in the same system. The main ditference is in the critical 
exponent of the correlation function, which decays faster than at the classical critical point: 
D(t) = (Sj(O)Sj(t)} ос t- 1 at Т = О (cf. D(t) ос г 1/ 2 at non-zero Т). А surprising result 
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---оЬtainед in Ref. [11] is that at zero temperature, по replica SYQ1Пlеtry breaking (RSB) is пеедед 
for the description of the glassy. state, i.e. the replica-symrnetric solution is stable at Т = О. 
Since RSB is usuaIly ~lieved to ье а signature of non-ergodicity, this result теans either 
absence of non-ergodic behavior at т = о or vioIation of the usuaI relation between RSB anд 
non-ergodicity. We believe that the Iatter case is more likely because ofthe following. The поп
ergodicity affects the full thermodynamic averaging оnIу if higher metastable states contribute 
to the partition suш. It is more likely that in а typical situation the gap between the ground 
state апд the next state remain finite at Т - О, so in this limit оnIу the ground state contributes 
to the full thermodynamic average anд the RSB does not occur, although the system retains 
its non-ergodic behavior; note that а simiIar phenomena is believed to occur in the classical 
т = о limit [13]. We feel that in order to clarify this important question1 an approach that is 
free from the arnbiguities of the replica method should ье employed. 

Understanding quantum glass formation in а system with а regular Hamiltonian is 
important for the generaI problem of quantum computating [14]. The reason is that а quantum 
computer is also а quantum system with ап exponential number of states, anд the process of 
computation сап ье viewed as an almost adiabatic change of the external parameters, resulting 
in а ditrerent state. The crucial Шsие is how to ensure that such а process does not lead to the 
collapse of the density matrix дие to coupling to the environment. This issue is relevant to the 
spin glass system as weIl, апд опе сап learn about decoherence in а generic large system with 
ап exponential number of states Ьу addressing it. 

Here we study the quantum version of а long-range Josephson array in а frustrating 
magnetic field, as suggested in Refs. [4-7]. We consider here оnIу the problem of glass 
formation, approaching the glass from the «liquid. (i.e., insulating) side. We show that the 
quantum version of this problem сап ье described Ьу the same dynamical equations as the 
quantum disordered p-spin model studied in Ref. [15]. Thus, we ехрliсЮу prove that this 
frustrated quantum system ,"ап ье тарред onto а quantum disordered system, in complete 
analogy with the situation for classical problems. Further, we prov.ide а direct numerical proof 
that the transition in this model is indeed continuous as conjectured in Ref. [15] anд we calculate 
the anomaly of the diamagnetic response associated with this transition. 

Another (more physical) justification of the model is the following. It is well established, 
both experimentally [16,17] anд theoretically [18] that usuaI nearest-neighbor Josephson arrays 
таде of small superconducting islands exibit а zero-T superconductor-insulator transition 
as the ratio of the Josephson coupling EJ between superconductive islands to the Coulomb 
епещу cost Ее = (2е)2/20 for the transfer of the Cooper pair between the islands decreases. 
At small values of Х = Е J / Ее, the ground state is an insulator with nonzero Coulomb 
gap in the excitation spectrum. At nearly critical values of Х ~ x cr , the transition between 
insulating anд superconducting states сan ье triggered Ьу аррНсаНоп of а weak magпеНс field, 
producing frustration of the Josepson interaction. Moreover, this transition сап ье split [16] 
into а sequence oftwo different transitions: superconductor - metal- insulator. Although the 
main quaIitative features ofthese phenomena are understood, there is still по quantitative theory 
that describes quantum phase transitions in two:-dimensional short-range systems, especially in 
the presence of frustration. Therefore, in our attempt to миду the origin of а quantum glass 
state, we have to turn to the simplest (theoretical) model of а Josephson array with long-range 
interaction, which consists of long superconducting wires (instead of islands), which will enable 
us to employ some version of mean-field theory апд reduce the problem to а zero-dimensional 
quantum theory with ап interaction that is non-local in time. 

The system that we study is а stack of two mutually perpendicular sets of N parallel thin 
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superconducting wires with Josephson junctions at еасЬ поде, located in ап external transverse 
field Н. Macroscopic quantum variables of this апау are the 2N superconducting phases 
associated with еасЬ wire (e.g., the phase ofthe superconducting order parameter at the center 
of еасЬ wire). We will always assume that excitations within individual wires can ье neglected, 
so that the. whole wire is characterized Ьу а single phase Фт. In the absence of ап external field 
the phase differences would ье zero at еасЬ junction, but this is not possible at finite Н, so the 
phases are ftustrated. Here we а8$ите that the Josephson сuпепts are sufficiently small so that 
the induced fields are negligible in comparison with Н (this imposes ап important constraint 
оп experimental realization of this network [6]). 

Thе array сап therefore Ье described Ьу the Hamiltonian1) 

7t = 7tJ+Re = -EJ '" cos (Ф -ф - 2е JA' dI) + (2е)2 '" с- 1 ~ 3....- (1) L.-J n т hc 2 L.-J т,n дф д'ф' 
т~ т~ .т n 

where 7t J апд 7t е represent the Josephson апд Coulomb parts ofthe Hamiltonian, and Ст,n 
is the capacitance matrix. There are several different contributions to С: self-capacitances of 
the wires СI (with respect to the substrate), the junction capacitances CJ, апд the mutual 
capacitances of wires CII. Вelow we assume that the self-capacitance is the largest of all: 
С1 » CII , N С J (the factor N accounts for the fact that there are N junctions along еасЬ 
wire). These conditions епаЫе us to neglect all mutual capacitances апд consider the matrix 
Ст n to ье diagonal, with eigenvalues C j • 

'It is convenient to rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of «spin» variables Вт = еiфТR • 
Choosing the Landau gau~e for the vector potential апд introducing Jo via EJ = JojVN 
so that the transition temperature remains constant in the limit N - 00 at flXed Jo, we obtain 

2N 

7t= - L:s:;",9'mnsn + ~e L:Q~, (2) 
т,n n 

where Qn == -iдjдфn is the charge operator conjugate to the phase Фn, Ее = 4e2jCj, апд 
,9' тn is the соирling matrix 

А (О j) 
,9'= jt О (3) 

with 

Jjk = JN ехр(21Гicr.jkjN), 1 ~ (j, k) ~ N, 

where j(k) is the inдех labeling the horizontal (vertical) wires; Вт = еiфТR , where the Фт are 
tli.e superconducting phases of the 2N wires, and cr. == N Нl2jФо is the flux per unit strip (1 is 
the inter-node spa:cing апд фо is the flux quantum). 

1) Random version ofthe sшnе Hamiltonian was considered in Ref. [12], where an approximate dependence 
of the transition temperature Tg(Ee, EJ) оп the ratio of charging to Josephson energy Ee/EJ was 
calculated. Unfortunately, even in the classicallimit Ее -> О the result of [12] for Tg differs from the 
опе obtained in [18] Ьу the method which is free from anу approximations or assumptions. 
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Because every horizonta1 (vertica1) wire is coup]ed to every vertica1 (horizonta1) wire, the 
connectivity in this model is high (N) and it is accessibIe to а mean-field treatment (its classica1 
version was developed in Refs. [19] and [5]). For I/N «: о: < 1 there exist manу metastabIe 
solutions that minimize the Josephson (<<potentia1.) ршt ofthe Hamiltonian (2); these miniта 
асе separated Ьу barriers that scale [4Jwith N. А similar (classica1) 10ng-rangе network with 
disorder was previously found to disp1ay а spin glass transition [19] for о: ~ 1/ N; in the absence 
of short-range phase соЬесепсе between wires (о: ~ 1), it is equiva1ent to the Sherrington- • 
Кirkpatrick model [20]. Physically this g1assy behavior occurs because the phase differences 
associated with the coup1ings, Jjk' acquire random va1ues and Шl the interva1 (О, 27Г) uniform1y. 
Рос the periodic case, this condition is satisfied in the «incommensurate window& 1/ N «: о: :5 1 
for which the magnetic unit cell is lшgес than the system size, so that the simple «crystalline& 
phase is inaccessibIe [4]. 

ТЬесе асе thus по special field va1ues for which there асе оnlу а few miniта of the potentia1 
energy, in contrast to 1Ье situation for о: > 1. Below we consider the case 1/ N «: о: «: 1 оnlу. 
As follows from previous studies [4-7], the characteristic епещу sca1e related 10 the potentia1 
energy 7( J is of the order of the glass transition temperature of the c1assica1 system, Т G ~ 
~ Jo/ у'а. ТЬе zero-T transition we study Ьесе is driven Ьу the competition between Josephson 
and СошотЬ energies, the sca1e ofthe 1atterbeing Ее = 4e2/Cl.Тhus, we expect that the 
quantum transition occurs at Jo / у'а ""' Ее. our goa1 is to show that such а (continuous) рЬме 
transition indeed occurs, and to study the critica1 behavior пеас the transition point. Below, 
in the main part ofthe рарес, we measureall energies in units of Ее, and return to physica1 
units оnlу in the fina1 expression for the critica1behavior of the ас diamagnetic susceptibility. 

2. QUANТUM WCATOR ЕХРANSЮN 

We develop а diagram technique for the Hamiltonian that is (2) very similar to the опе 
employed previously [5] for the c1assica1 Langevindynarnics of the same array. ТЬе idea is to 
treat the Cou1omb part of the Hamiltonian as the zero-Ievel approximation, and construct an 
expansion in powers of the Josephson соирling constant Jo, keeping all terms of lowestorder 
in the coordination питЬес l/N. Тhш,оис approach сап ье considered а quantum version 
of the Thouless-Anderson-Pa1mer [21] method. 

ТЬе. diagram technique for the Matsubara Green function 

(4) 

is closely related to the опе developed in Ref. [5]. Тhe Dysonequation for the frequency
dependent matrix Green fиnction reads (пооо that in оис units Ее = 1) 

, 1 ' . 

G", = б;1 _ (JJt)G", ' 
(5)· . 

where we have introduced the 10ca1 Green fиnctions а", that is irreducibIe with respect to the 
Jij lines. Тhe matrix (J Jt )ij depends оnlу оп the «distance& i - j and acquires а simple form 
in Fourier space: 

therefore in this representation 
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Diagrarnmatically, Eq. (5) and the equation for the irreducible function6"" are represented 
Ьу the graphs shown below. 

G G ~I ---; .. ~ = ---... +---..;1 '---"""~ 

Note that the equation for 6 is written in the 10west nontrivial order in а. Indeed, it is seen 
from Eq. (6) that the nontrivia1 part of theGreen function, which contains critical slowing 
down, is of relatively small weight "'а. It is this long-time part of GIN that enters into the 3-li
пе diagram and ma.kes it proportiona1 to аЗ; more complicated diagtams either contain even 
higher powers of а, or are small and go as 1/ N. Since the second diagram contains sing1e-site 
functions on1y, the whole system of equations сап ье written in the form 

(7) 

(8) 

Here ХЗ '" 1, as in Ref. [5], is the static va1ue offour-point vertex denoted Ьу а square Ьох in the 
diagram (we assume that, as in Ref. [5], the main critica1 anoma1y is contained in the 2-point 
Green function а10пе). Equations (7) and (8) must ье solved with obvious initial condition 

J dЫ . 
G(t = О) = . 271" а(",,) = 1. (9) 

А similar norrnalization condition in the classica1 problem was sufficient to determine 6("" = О) 
exactly [4]. Thе same ca1cu1ation is difficult in the present quantum problem, and we will 
not carry it out here. Instead, we use general properties of the function 60("")' патеlу: i) 
00(0) '" 1, and ii) 60("") is ana1ytic at low "", and has а characteristic frequency sca1e of the 
order of 1. In doing so, we do not determine the exact position ofthe phase transition (i.e., the 
critica1 va1ue Jcofthe соирling strength Jo), but we demonstrate the existence ofa continuous 
transition and find the form of critical scaling. 

We first ana1yze equations (7)-(9), ornitting the term containing 1:, and using ~be simplest 
interpolation 

ТЬеп initial condition (9) yields ап equation for л: 
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1=_1_+ а 
2..[5. 4.;,Г-g' 

Quantum Glass Тransition . .. 

(10) 

where 9 = Jo/ уа. Thus >. '" 1 as 10ng as 9 ~ 1. Оп the other hand, at 9 » 1 the solution is 

The value of а determines the asymptotic decay mte of the Green function 

(11) 

with 1: being neglected. It will ье seen qelow that а '" а and thus >. '" 1 near the phase 
tmnsition point 9 ,; gc (we will also seethat 1: I'V а, and thus it is much smaller than the ,,;2 
term at high frequencies I.JJ » a l / 2). This теans that the parameter а сап Ье considered а 
smooth function of 9 in the vicinity of gc. Clearly, this conclusion does not depend оп the 
modeI of Go(l.JJ) used in the above апalуsis. 

Now we reintroduce 1:(I.JJ) into the equations for G(I.JJ) and focus оп its Iow-frequency 
behavior at I.JJ ~ уа: 

А • а 

G(I.JJ) = а.;... 21:(1.JJ) + 1.JJ2 ' 
(12) 

1:(I.JJ) = у6 J G 3(t)exp(il.JJt) dt, (13) 

where 

- 1/3 9 = gхз '" g. 

Strictly speaking, Eqs. (12) and (13) do not form а complete set, since а should ье determined 
with the use of Eq. (9) which contains high-frequency contributions. However, in this high-fre
quency region (which produces the main contribution to the norinaIization condition (9» the 
contribution of1:(I.JJ) сап Ье neg1ected and thus а сап ье treated as ап external control pammeter 
that governs the tmnsition. 

The Green funсНоп defmed Ьу Eqs. (12) апd (13) acquires а singularity when 21:(0) = а. 
То find the formofthis singularity, we make use ofthe scaling апsatz G(t) = qГV and neglect 
the 1.JJ2 term in the denominator of Eq. (12). Then we fmd v = 1/2 апd q '" g-la l/4. This 
criticaI-роiпt soIutionmatches the short;'time asymptotic behaviour (11) at t '" a-I/ 2• The 
estimation of 1:(0) that follows from the above scaling ansatz, 

00 

1:(1.JJ = О) ~ g6q3 J t~:2 ~ g3q3al/4 

..;а 

yields 1:(0) ~ а at 9 '" 1 and а '" а, as expected. These estimates show that second-order 
phase tmnsition with critical sIowing down сап indeed occur in the above тngе of pammeters. 
lп the next section we study the vicinity of the critical point in more detail. 
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3. GREEN FUNCfЮN NEAR ТНЕ Т = О ТRANSПЮN POINТ 

То study the form of the critical singularity, it is convinient to define universal scaling 
fиnctions ::1(t.J) and u(t.J) that do not contain the small parameter а <t:: 1, and а parameter Ь, 
which measures proxirnity to the critical point: 

G(t.J)=~(W), a~(t.J)=u(w), w=t.J/va, b=(a-2~(0»/a. (14) 

Equations (12) and (13) acquire then the following form: 

::1(w) = Ь + 2 (u(~) - u(w» , (15) 

Exactly at the critical point Ь = О, the solution of Eq. (15) is 

::1(w) = ('i) 1/4 g'-З/2Iwl- 1 / 2 , (16) 

Consider now the vicinity of the critical point, О < Ь <t:: 1.' lt is clear from the form of the 
solution (16) that а similar result should Ье valid at w ~ Ь2 • Next we focus оп the long-time, 
10w-t.J region, w <t:: Ь2 , and look for the purely exponential solution 

~(E) = ~1 ехр (-Е/то) . (17) 

ТhШ type of asymptotic solution is known to exist in the classical version of the same model 
(cf. Refs. [5] and [7]). lп the present problem опе сап show, considering the analytic stmcture 
of (15), that at Ь > О the singularity of ::1(w) closest to the real t.J aюs, is necessarily а simple 
pole at воте w = i/To; the next singularity тау exist at w ~ 3i/TO. Solving (15) with the 
ansatz (17) in the region i ~ то determines parameters то and ::11 as fиnctions of Ь: 

(18) 

This solution is similar to the опе found in Ref. [5]; however, ап important difference is that 
in the present case the factor::11 scales to zero at the critical point Ь = О. 

The fиll solution in the vicinity of the transition point should contain both (16) and (18) 
as asymptotic solutions, and сап ье written in the form 

- 1 (Е) ( Е) ~(t) = --1 . - +::11 ехр -- , .Ji тl то 
(19) 

where f(x) is воте scaling fиnction that approaches а constant at х = О and decays rapidly 
as х -+ 00; тl ~ то/3. То confmn ап existence of this type ofsolution, we solved Eqs. (15) 
numerically for several values of Ь <t:: 1. The results of this computation are shown in Fig. 1. 
Clearly, all three fиnctions ~(t.J) coincide in the high-t.J region, where they are close to the 
square-root asymptotic behaviour (16). Тhe low-frequency parts (for t.J ~ 0.08) of these 
solutions сап ье made to coinside Ьу а proper rescaling oftheir arguments, t.J* = ЛJ.,;. Figure 2 
demonstrates the linear relationship between ь-2 and the scaling coefficient Л, as suggested Ьу 
Eqs. (18) and (19). 

,These results confmn the existence of Т = О critical behavior of the type of Eq. (19). 
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Рис. 1. Low-frequency asymptotic behavior of G(w) for various Ь at Т = О 
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Рис. 2. Тhe relation between scaling 
parameter Л and proximity to the 

transition point Ь at Т = О 

4. CRIТICAL'BEНAVIOR АТ Т > О 

Тhe аЬоуе results refer to the zero-Т phase transition controlled Ьу the single parameter 
9 = Jo/,;a. We found that this phase transition is а continuous опе, and the corresponding 
critical behavior differs considerably from the behaviour found in ап analogous classical 
model [5]. In particular, at the Т = О critiCal point g= 9с, there is по «plateau» solution 
with approximately constant G(t) at t --t 00, which is known to ье а distinctive property of 
regular classical glasses. Now we consider low but non-zero temperatures Т = {З-l, and find 
out how «classical» critical scaling «grows ир» from the «quantum» background; we also find 
the low-temperature shape of the phase transition curve in the (Т, g) plane. 

Тhe Green function is now defined at discrete frequencies Wn . = 21ГnТ, and Equations (12) 
and (13) сап ье written in the form 
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f3 

~M(U;n) = [/ J a3(t)exp(iu;nt) dt . 

о 

(20) 

It will ье convenient now to perform analytic continuation of Eqs. (20) and rewrite them in 
terms of real-time correlation function 

D(t) = ([8(t), 8(0)]+) 

and response function 

x(t).= i[8(t), 8(0)]_8(t). 

(21) 

After analytic continuation Eqs. (20) сап Ье written 

00 

x(u;) ~ а _ ~~(u;)' ~(u;) = 896 J D 2(t)X(t) (exp(iu;t) - 1) dt, а = а - 2~(,,", = О), (22) 
о 

where we omitted the ,,-,2 term, which is irrelevant in the vicinity of the critical point. 
Equations (22) form (together with the fluctuation-dissipation relation (second of Eqs. (21» а 

complete set that determines the critical singularity at Т > О. Formally,Eqs. (22) coincide 
with the corresponding «classical» equations from Ref. [5], the on1y difference being the form 
of the fluctuation-dissipation relation. 

We now consider the low-temperature region Т ~ .jёi. As long as we are interested in 
the long-time behaviour t » 1 /Т, the correlation and response functions are related Ьу the 
c1assical FDT: D(u;) = 2Т / u; 1т x(u;). Characteristic ti'Чеs relevant to (22) also belong to 
classical region t » I/Т. Тherefore the correlation function at the transition point has the 
same critical behavior as in the classical case: 

Нт D(t) = q. t_oo 

However, the parameter а == л - 9 is determined Ьу the «quantum» frequency range "-'» т, 
i.e., Ьу Eq. (10). Substituting this expression into (22) yields 

(23) 

In the short-time domain t ~ T-1, the zero-T critical solution with D(t) сх: а 1 /4г 1 /2 is va1id. 
Equation (23) demonstrates how the «classical» solution with nonzero limt_oo D(t) grows ир 
with the temperature increase. I 

5. DIAМAGNEТIC RESPONSE NEAR ТНЕ ТRANSПION POINТ 

Correlation and response functions D(t) and X(t) are not direct1y measurable in our system, 
but they сап ье used to calculate а measurable physical quantity, the dynamic diamagnetic 
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susceptibility Х...н(w), as was доnе previously for the classical problem [5]. ТЬе total magnetic 
moment induced Ьу а time-dependent externaI magnetic field is 

(24) 

where :7 тn = imn:7 тn [5]. ТЬеn the magnetic susceptibility Х...н сап Ье found via the КuЬо 
formula, Х...н(t - t') = i [J(t), J(t(t')] (J(t), which leads to the expression 

2 00 

Х...н(w) = (~:) z2 J (ei<Jt - 1) ReTrYx(t)YD(t)dt . (25) 

О 

Here we omit the term containing the irreducible four-spin correlator (of the order of 1/ N), 
аnд take into account that J(H = О) = О. Note, that Eq. (25) formally coincides with 
the classical formula for magnetic response [5]. ТЬе matnx functions Ьщ anд х(t) contain 
elements (denoted Ьу superscript (О» belonging to the same (horizontal or vertical) sublattice 
of our апау, as well as «off-diagonal» elements (with superscript (1) that describe correlation 
of phases оп wires of different type (horizontaljvertical). These functions are related Ьу 

x(wi1) = JG(w)X(w)(O). 

Thus, the expression for magnetic susceptibility has the form 

_ (2е) 2 ( 12 ) 2 5 Jб 
Х...н(w) - hc 12 N 0:2 I (w), (26) 

where 

(27) 

Near the transition point, only the long-time parts ofthe functions X(t) аnд D(t) in (27) 
are relevant, аnд this expression сап Ье reduced to the form 

(28) 

where the first factor сате fюm the first brackets in (27); note that this vanishes in the limit 
w --+ О. . 

Using the solution(l6), w~ obtain at the quantum critical point j= J c 

о: (0:11") 1/4 
I(w) = 211" 8g6 ~lnw 

Near the Т = О transition point at high enough frequencies 

Eq. (29) still holds. In the opposite case of low frequencies, 
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(30) 

Note that the parameter У" (which is known only uр to factors of order 1) does not enter into 
the low-w asymptoticbehaviour of1(w). 

Making usе of Eqs. (26), (29) and (30), and returmng to the original units of frequency, 
we finally оЬtain the ас diamagnetic susсерtiЬШtу near the quantum transition point: 

(31) 

(32) 

These expressio~ are valid at frequencies w ~ Т /п, otherwise the «classical» asymptotic 
behaviour of the .Green fиnctions should ье used and will lead to frequency dependencies Шее 
those in Ref. [5J. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that а regular frustrated long-range Josephson array has а quantum 
(zero-temperature) phase transition between the Coulomb-dominated insulator phase and а 
superconductive state. This transition happens when the nearest-neighbor Josephson coupling 
exce~ds the critical value: 

where Сl is the self-capacitahce of ап individual wire. 
We found that quantum critical behavior of the model at J -+ Jc is different from that 

of ап analogous classical system {5J: at the quantum critical point 

D(t) сх: i- I / 2, 

while at the classical critical point 

q = Нт D(t). 
t--+oo 

However, at anу non-zero temperature а «classical» type of asymptotic behavior is recovered 
at the longest times, t ~ п/Т, leading to q сх: Т1 /2 • Near the Т = О critical point, the gap in 
the excitation spectrum decreases as 70-1 сх: ис - J)2. 

Near the phase transition, the effective inductance fZ' of the array, defmed Ьу 

fZ' сх: а2х..,к(w)/аw21",--+о, 

diverges as ис - J)-3; this shows that the glass state has macroscopic phase rigidity (cf. шо 
Ref. [19J). Right at the critical point we find uпusual frequency behavior of the complex 
diamagnetic susсерtiЬШtу: 

х..,к(w) сх: v'iWlnw. 
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The frustrated nature ofcouplings in our ату and comparison with previous results [7] in 
the classica1· version of the same тодеl indicates· that the high -J state is а quantum glassy 
superconductor. The Т = О nonergodic,properties (irreversibility, aging) remain an open 
question; note here that а recent study [15] Ofnonequilibrium glassy behavior iq а p-spin 
spherical quantum тодеl шsитед strongly dissipative (overdamped) dynamics, whereas the 
dynamics relevant to а Josephson arrayat Т = О must ье underdan'lped. 
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